List of Publications from 1999, Patrick van Hees

Peer-review articles in international publications


AXELSSON, Jesper, VAN HEES, Patrick, New data for sandwich panels on the correlation between the SBI test method and the room corner reference scenario, pp53-59, Fire and Material Journal nr 29, Wiley 2005


**International Articles, books or chapters in books**


Chapters on Belgian, Dutch regulation and test method in Plastics flammability handbook, edited by Jürgen Troitzsch, Wanser publishers, 2004


Chapters on pyrolysis models and conetools in a book to be published on innovative multifunctional barriers in textiles, paper and leather, Elseviers, publication date 2007.


GRAYSON, Steve, VAN HEES, Patrick, VERCHELLOTTI, Uberto, BREULET, Hervé and GREEN, Andrew "Fire Performance of Electrical cables - new test methods and measurement techniques, Final report of EU SMT project SMT4-CT96-2059 rapport", ISBN 0 9532312 5 9 published by Interscience Communications UK.


GUILLAUME, Marie, VAN HEES, Patrick, BLOMQVIST, Per, Work with mathematical tools for prediction of fire risks, SP Technical Note 2007:09, Borås, 2007

**International Articles at conferences**


BLOMQVIST, Per, VAN HEES, Patrick and SIMONSON, Margaret, Fire and Material Conference proceedings, San Antonio, USA, February 1999. Föredrag P Blomqvist

VAN HEES, Patrick, SUNDSTRÖM, Björn and THURESON, Per, Fire and Material Conference proceedings, San Antonio, USA, February 1999

VAN HEES, Patrick and MESSERSCHMIDT, Birgitte, Fire and Material Conference proceedings, San Antonio, USA, February 1999


GRAYSON, Steve, VAN HEES, Patrick, VERCELLOTTI, Uberto, BREULET, Hervé and GREEN, Andrew, Final sponsor meeting, Milano Italy, 17 April 2000.


VAN HEES, Patrick (presented by Björn Sundström), Workshop on fire growth and spread on objects, NIST USA, March 2002


WICKSTRÖM, Ulf, INGASON, Haukur and VAN HEES, Patrick, Fire and Materials 2003, San Francisco, USA, January 2003

SUNDSTRÖM, Björn, AXELSSON, Jesper, VAN HEES, Patrick, Edinburgh, Scotland, Interflam 2004


BLOMQVIST, Per, PERSSON,Henry, VAN HEES, Patrick, SP, HOLMSTEDT, Göran, GÖRANSSON, Ulf, WADSÖ, Lars, Lund University and SANATI, Mehr, RUPAR-GADD, Katarina, Växjö University, Fire and materials conference 2007, San Francisco, 2007


Popular scientific papers/presentations
VAN HEES, Patrick, Invigningsseminarium SP Brandteknik oktober 2000

VAN HEES, Patrick, Ytforum nr 4 2000.

VAN HEES, Patrick, BrandPosten nr 23 2000:23

VAN HEES, Patrick, BrandPosten nr 24 2001:24

VAN HEES, Patrick, BrandPosten nr 24 2001:24

VAN HEES, Patrick, BrandPosten nr 25 2001.

VAN HEES, Patrick, BrandPosten nr 26 2002.

VAN HEES, Patrick, ”SP erbjuder både beräkning och provning”, BrandPosten nr 26 2002.

VAN HEES, Patrick, Conclusions Nordtest project retained - Link between full scale and SBI for sandwich panels still missing BrandPosten nr 26 2002

VAN HEES, Patrick, ISO publicerar standard för fasader och sandwichpanaler, BrandPosten nr 27 2002

VAN HEES, Patrick, SP deltar i ERANET, BrandPosten nr 28 2003

VAN HEES, Patrick “Funktionsbeteende av kablar“, Eskilstuna Säkerhetsting, October 2005

VAN HEES, Patrick “Numerisk simulering och AG beräkningsmodeller kommer utan tvekan att spela en större roll“, SEES annual conference Stockholm, 2005

VAN HEES, Patrick, ANDERSSON, Petra, Högteknologiska textilier skapas i forskningsprojekt, BrandPosten nr 33 2005

Van Hees, Patrick ”Het belang van grootschalige brandtests”, 2005:177, 28-31, ANPI Magazine, Brand en diefstal preventie (The importance of large scale tests)

Van Hees, Patrick ”L’importance des essais au feu à grande échelle”, 2005:177, 28-31, ANPI Magazine, Brand en diefstal preventie (The importance of large scale tests)

Van Hees, Patrick, Contex-T-Nytt EU-projekt om tekniska textilier, BrandPosten nr 34 2006

**Own development software, public available.**

Conetools: a programme to predict the fire behaviour of wall and ceiling linings in a room test and the major European test method for the Euroclasses by means of small scale test data.

**Invited presentations at conferences (no paper, for papers see above under proceedings)**

VAN HEES, Patrick, Workshop on Fire Safety and Material Control, March 12, Osaka, Japan, November 2000.

VAN HEES, Patrick, Brandforsk infodag Stockholm, 23 November 2000
VAN HEES, Patrick, “Seoul Seminar on Sandwich panels organised by Korean EPS association and The architectural institute of Korea, Seoul November 2004

VAN HEES, Patrick, Manchester General Assembly Panama May 2005